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The bitch is back! It's been a 
while coming, but the licence 
of last summer's major film 
now enters our Super 
League at Number One. What 
makes this the greatest 
shoot-'em-up to date? 

A
lien. Just the word conjures up images of wafer 
dripping down dank walls and slimy creatures 
bu rsting lrom their hosts ' stomach. Stomach 
churning for some, but for the hard core of console
owning sci-fi fans Acctaim's conversion of this 

oozing futuristic psychOnightmare is a dream come 1rue. 
Lieutenant Ripley crash lands on Fiorina 161 , a prisoner 
planet inhabited by a group of brulal criminals. Unknown to 
her, an alien has survived the last battle and is aboard her 

I 
ship. 

How do you rid a colony of this evil menace when there 
isn't a single weapon on the planet? Tough question and 
one Acclaim couldn't get around, so they decided to depart 
from the film's plot and put some guns in the game. 

The result is a platform-based, maze-style shoot•'em-up 
- imagine Super Probotector meets The Lost Vikings. 

The aim is to complete eight missions and destroy the 
'bitch'. These tasks can be taken in any order, so theoretically 
you can go straight to the showdown with the alien in 
Bugwash 12 and then work backwards. 

You start at the colony's terminal containing the blueprints 
of the complex. Here you can study the map aod choose a 
mission. Hunt or be Hunted is a race against time to rescue 
cocooned prisoners. Localing and repairing dangerous pipe 
fractures is the aim of Pressure Point. In Heat it Up you have 
the unenviable task of destroying hidden alien pods, while in 
Power link Up avert total power loss by locating and 
installing a new ignition unit. 

Crossed Wires and Power Plus+ continue the electrical 
theme - rewire the central junction box and other shorted 
fuse boxes to avert total failure. The key to Closed Doors 
and Total Control is containing lhe aliens by sealing a key 
hatch, trapping them once and ror all. 

Rlpley runs lluldly, head craned 
forward, chin Jutting out like she 
really means business. 

Going Underground 
The adventure begins with one !ife and a lull set of 
weapons - flamethrower, machine gun, and grenade 
launcher. You have a set ot ammunition so use it 
wisely. There are extra ammo crates and weapon 
upgrades hidden around the complex but they're few 

and far between - and heavily 
protecte d by hordes of ' face 
huggers.' 

The action starts i n small 
corridors with aliens patrolling 
the floors and clinging to the 
roots. Your journey takes you 
through linked indoor rooms but 
there are also scenes outside, 
inside the medical wing and in 
an underground tunnel network. 

When hit , your remaining 
energy level flashes onto the 
screen. Each contact with the 
enemy causes ten percen t 
damage: when you run out of 
energy 1he game is over. 

Regain health by picking up 
medical supplies hidden around 
the complex , but that means 
straying from its safety and 
entering the a lien- infested 
danger zone. It's a tough choice 
but then Fiorina 161 is fraught 
with danger. You better pray you 
the right decision ... or it could 
be your last. ■ 
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'The best gun-busting tun around!' 

D 
In many respects. I was dubious about this game. After all, the film 
was the worst of the trilogy and there's the problem of their being 
no weapons- if there's one thing that that you need for a great 
shoot-·em-up ifs guns and lots of 'em! Thankfully, I needn't have 
worried - Acclaim have really done a top job on combining the 
terrific setting of the film with the strategy and raw, kick-ass 
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:::~tandlng points of the game Is the great attention 

to detail- especially in the incredible backgrounds and the drawing and animation of 
the Ripley sprite- It's inspiring! The gameplay had me on the edge of my seat more than 
once, for this is no simple plaHorm shooter - this has class. But best of all ls the high 
velocity, high explosive, highly dangerous weaponry - I love it! 

Everything Is tailored to make this a number one game: there are six missions but you 
can tackle them In any order; you don 't get hit a couple of times and croak it; there are no 
dead areas on the screen : Ripley has a vast array of movement and fire angles to cover 
all eventua1ltles - the 11st may not be endless but It's very impressive! 
This Is a classic blaster, an excellent platform-puzzler and the best 
reason to buy a SNES In a long time. 



'TIIB best sllaat-'Bm-up ever' 
Make sure the power switch is off. Insert the Alien 3 cart as 
described In your manual. Turn the power switch on. Scream ·•@s£ 
me, look at those graphics!' and try not to faint. You got II, Alien 3 
has sprites and backgrounds no arcade machine would be 
ashamed to sport. Atmospheric, decrepit, futuristic space-hulk 
rotting on a backwater planet swarming with criminals. One look at 
the rust and stained metal sheet walls behind the tarnished chrome 
handrail says It all! 

But, even with graphics like this, the programmers haven·t neglected the gameplay. 
Many of the irritating little quirks found on other formals - most noticeably when you 
shot an alien it Just kept coming - have been taken out, giving you more of a feeling that 
your weapons do have some power behind them. 

The music is suitably dark and eerie, and just to harp back to those graphtcs, they're 
just as broody as the tunes. Ripley looks a bit distorted, like a cruel caricature, adding to 
the game's twisted future horror appeal. She runs fluidly, head craned forward, chin 
Jutting out like she really means business. 

Atmosphere. It just oozes from Alien 3's pores (do aliens have pores?) and slowly eats 
through the floor. Altogether, this game has much more of a scl•fi feel to it than the previous 
shoot 'em up Alien titles, complete with 'The Corporation' offering you missions (bit different 
from the film, but who cares when it's this good). Alright, so all the levels are similar, but I 
could never get bored of running around that landscape in my combats and skinhead. 

To sum up, Allen 3 is a great game, and one to occupy sci-fl fans for 930[ 
::~~~- If not Ugh! years. Gets my vote for number one shoot'-em-up no 70 
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The Rome thrower 
is the best weopon 
for dealing with 
ground-level 
aliens. 
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This is Bugwosh #12, the infamous 
room where the bikh hangs out. 
Blosthcrwiththeflome thrawer. 
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Alien Ammo! 
Ripley stands no chance on her own, ao theN 
pick-ups are eaHntlal, Eaaent:1811 but 
unfortunately few and far between. 

Bog-standard TheN restore 
reflU for your 10% of your 
flame-thrower. energy. 
Stronger reflll tor Get this for extra 
flame-thrower, grenades for the 
with a blue flame. tough mothers. 

Iii Wlckedly fierce l!I This u ... loads of 
green flame- bullets, so these 
thrower upgrade. clips 111'8 • must. 
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.. . ,.. ,.. ~-·. 'Yes, the graptucs and 
gameplay are cool, but 
unfortunately surviving 

d~~t get much easier!' 

'A truly massive game! 
After a week's solid playing 
I've got a bit further- but 

not a lot! 

This is tha kind of game that 
makes me mad! I couldn't 

p lay it at the start and I still 
can't play it now! 

Final day score 
Easy level ' , , 1·~n~,-,-. -.- -,, 
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Straight inat 
Number One 
- that's tough 
to follow. 

Force factor 
Classic example ol 
film licence - qui 
shOot-'em-up to da 

Classic example ot how to produce a 
film lictmce - quittJ simply the best 
shOot-'em-up to daltJ. 
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Welcome to our guide 
around the prison 
complex. We begin on 
these two pages with a 
tour of the central 
terminal before moving 
on to take a sample 
mission. 
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city on our hands. 
Her mission is to get to the end of the Alien 

Corridor, to Weapons Room # 11. Easy for the 
computer to say, it hasn't got to fight its way past 
countless eggs and infinite face-huggers to get 
there. Once in Weapons 11 Ripley can take her fill of 
icons before re-entering the corridor and sealing the 
room off from the outside (using the welding stuff). 
This should seriously cur tail the parasite's 
movemen1 and avert a planet-wide epidemic ol 'em. 

Closed Doors is last bul one on !he Terminal's 
list, and very tough indeed. 

Review SNES FORCE ■ July '93 

Dog Allan: Not your average 
rottweiler, this pooch spits acid blood. 
The scourge of postmen everywhere. 
H■rd Dog Allan: Essentially your 
basic dog alien, only with green 
highlights and an attitude problem. 
Buster: An evil little swine who just 
emerged from someone's chest, he 
leaps and spits. 
Hard Buster: Another 'teenage' 
spitter, only this one takes ages to get 
rid of. 

Hugger: The sort of nasty who'll s it on 
your face and squirm 'till you stop 
breathing. 
Pod: A Face-Hugger who'll dazzle you 
with its green tints before apping your 
energy some. 
Alten: Your basic evil invader, found 
everywhere and no trouble for a couple 
of grenades. 
Bfg Allan: The sting in Power Plus' 
tail , this molher is one big bitch and 
It's In your neighbourhood! 



,---------------------------------, =~--~-~~------------, I To complete the mission, exit the ormoury ond I 
1 seal the doors. Ideally you need os much blue 1 

I fuel for the Rome gun os pou ible. Crouch outside I 
I the door, using the gun to superheat the door, I 
I then weld it shut. I 

Foll up fu,t wah I 

1 Jt sounds simple but the tricky bit is finding the I l hidden fuel. _____ _ __ ________________ J .__ ______ ___._ firstoidkits . ___ J 

Yow at-a-glance gukl■ to •■oh of tM eight missions, ■nd wheN to find •em, 

Hunt o, H H1mtecll Cell Block #3 Go through Assembly Hall #1 to Cell Btock#3 and rescue the 
prisoners, then Cell Block #4 to do the same. 
PNuwe Point: Get down to Mine Area #22 and weld multiple pipe fractures. 
H-t It Up: Get through Mine Area #22, Into Waste Area#3 and gently heat the eggs under a 
medium grill and then proceed to do the same in At.en Corridor. 
Pow• Unk-up: Search WHte Area 12 to get the ignition unit, then get to Assembly Hall #1 to 
install tt In the central heating thingy. 
Crossed Wires: Waste Area 12 has several bust fuse boxes, so fix ·em! 
Pow• Plus: MOfe blown fuse boxes in Bugwash t12, and Medic Bay #9. And after that tt..'s ... 
well, you'll see! 
Cloaed Doors: Sees Ripley In Aben Corrldof #1 , sealing a door shut to contrOI their movement 
Total Control: Corridor #1 has a one door link to Waste Area#3 which must be welded 
permanently closed. 

-------------, 
A~~eendofthe J 
mission you get o i 
chance lo stock 1 

up in the [ 
Armoury. ! 

_ :=i;;:.u __ j 

Now you know what to 
expect, the rest is up to 
you. Sigourney Weaver's 
taken time out between 
missions to give SNES 
FORCE an exclusive 
interview. Turn the page 
to find out why 'the bitch' 
may never be back. 
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Erstwhile leading lady of 
the Aliens trilogy -
Sigourney Weaver - had 
doubts about appearing 
in the final movie. With 
constant screenwriter 
and director changes it 
sure was a bitch ... 

'I 
like playing woi:n.•" w.ho are is. ola. ted. from 
others,' says Sigourney Weaver, 'Women 
who are a loof from soc iety. I've never 
wanted to play wives and mothers. Give me 
the role of a psychotic or a v1lla1ness any 

day!' 
Her most famous role is of course that of Warrant 

Officer Ellen Ripley, fu ll• 
t ime Ali en~hunter and 
the thinking sc-l i buff 's 
pin-up. As the so le 
survivor of the doomed 
spacesh ip Nos tromo , 
she encountered the 
deadly Xenomorph 
menaces for the last 
t ime in the doomy, 
gloomy Alien 3. Though 
aud iences didn't 
respond well to 
Sigourney's swansong 
movie , the 42-year-old 
actress maintains that 
the film turned out 
exactly as she had 
hoped it would. 'We all 
gave it our best shot ,' 
she shrugs. 'Bu t the 
pressure was too great 
to equal the commercial 
success of the previous 
movies.' 

Accord ing to 
Sigourney, there wasn't 
any given time when the 
Alien masterminds just 
said , 'Oh , let's just do 
another one .' Instead it 
was a very slow process 
and a long struggle to 
get the project going in 

the first place 
'Clearty, audiences wanted more afler the huge 

success of Aliens, but we approached it with a great 
deal of trepidation because the first two movies were 
so successful and so well done, and everyone was 
worried that the third would not measure up to the 
high standards set by Ridley Scott and James 
Cameron. It took a long time figu ring out what story 
we should tell and what elements we would try and 
duplicate. 

'We all decided early on that Cameron had done 
guns so brilliantly it would be best not to reprise that 
aspect, only when we could come up with an original 
idea and a wonderful director to match did we all 
agree to go ahead ' 

According to Sigourney , 20th Cen tury Fo x 
approached Ridley Scott to direct Alien 3, but he 
was busy with his Columbus epic, 1492. Instead 
they found that wonderful director in Vincent Ward, 
the eccentric and hugely-talented film maker who 
made the much-praised med ieval fa ntasy. The 
Navigator. He set the film on a prison planet, stirring 
in lots of religious themes and an unusual Gothic 
atmosphere 

'Ward's concept was very origina l, and an 
arresting one as far as I was concerned,' says 
Sigourney. 'But for various reasons he fel t he could 
not stay with the production. To be frank, I think he 
never rea lly wanted to make an Alien picture in the 
first place. There's a big Alien responsibility aside 
from just telling a story. Perhaps he didn't think he 
was up to the demands, I don't know .. .' 

Young blood 
A replacement was eventually found in pop video 
director David Fincher, who was very young , but 
keen to tackle the enormous responsibility. 'The 
directors have always been the stars of each Alien 
movie, really,' states the actress, 'and until we found 
the right genius, the Alien 3 project never felt set 
Only when Fincher appeared did we feel we were in 
good hands. 

'The first words out of his mouth were, 'Shave 
Ripley's head!' And I knew instantly he wasn't going 
to be a quiet and undaring director. To be honest, I 
was busy having my baby, Cha rlotte , during the 
elongated pre-production period, so the longer it 
took, the happier I was ► 



We all gave it (Alien 3) our best shot ... but the 
pressure was too great to equal the commercial 

success of the previous movies. 
'David Fincher's background is in special 

effects,' she explains. 'He worked at Industrial 
Light and Magic for years as a matte painter. And 
to make this type of movie, you need that kind of 
specific knowledge and will ingness to pay attention 
to small details. Although Alien 3 was his feature 
debut, he'd shot hours of rock video lilm. We 
looked al his whole body of work. 

'However, David being an unknown was the 
least of our problems. Remember that Ridley Scott 
had only directed The Duellist before he did the 
original Alien, and James Cameron really only had 
Piranha 2 before Aliens. Are those any better 
qualifications for making an Alien movie? Fincher 
was great to work with, and very funny on what 
was a difficult, freezing, uncomfortable se t at 
Pinewood studios.' 

A close shave 
Sigourney insists she had few misgivings about ·· 
shaving her head for the role. 'There are loads of 
strange haircuts in England anyway, so I didn't 
really get that much attention on the street, even 
though I was a six-foot-tall ba ld woman ! My 
husband (theatre director Jim Simpson) was very 
supportive. He told me he liked it. But after my hair 
had finally grown back, he admitted he hated it. My 
daughter tried not to look at me. But she didn't 
have any hair either! I found it liberating. None ol 
the cast had hair so it was an indentilying mark. If 
you were bald at Pinewood , you were in the 
picture.' 

Some cr itics of the movie ha ve unkindly 
suggested that because the cast are all bald ii 
makes it hard to tell the characters apart. 'I totally 
disagree ,' says Sigourney. 'It was a story point. 
The planet was infes1ed with deadly lice , so 
everyone's head had to be shaved. I felt it made 
people's !aces jump out more and focused on their 

vulnerabili ty , audiences are given enough to 
indicate who they are .There was some religious 
stuff we shot that didn't make the finally cut (prayer 
meetings, etc) showing them in their world more. 
But that communicates itsel f well, I think. People 
know what to expect from the Alien tradition and it 
didn't have to be dwelt on. ' 

As lor the cast of British perlormers, Sigourney 
thinks that the actors' regional accents pose more 
of a problem for British audiences than for the 
Americans. 

Loving The Alien 
Early press reports stated that Sigourney refused 
to sign on the dotted line until she was paid £2.5 
million (she only got £18,000 for the first Alien) and 
was given complete script approval. She explains. 
'What I actual!y said was that I love the character 
of Ripley and want her to do something she hasn't 
had the chance to do before. Certain things are 
built into an Alien script: Ripley has to say, 'There's 
an Alien here' and no one will believe her. Within 
that framework I wanted Ripley to have a different 
set of circumstances and the writers came through 
brill iantly. 

'For a long time in Alien 3, she's the Alien 
herself - despised, feared and outcast. That 's the 
one reason she's not afraid of these men. The 
system has thrown her onto the garbage heap as 
well. The whole idea of starting life again by having 
a love affair with Charles Dance and making her 
deal with her ill ness and mortality was all new 
material for me, which I found extremely 
challenging . Selfishly , I wanted those new 
challenges to interest the actress within me while 
adhering to the basic storyline.' 

According to Sigourney the third Alien movie 
is all about motherhood. 'With regards to the 
sexual politics and possible AIDS ana logy, it's 
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not for me to say what themes people see in this 
movie,' she says. 'While it was hard not to think 
of AIDS whi le shooting the picture , that goes !or 
every movie in general these days. Motherhood 
is the through•line. It was Fincher's idea to make 
the ending a tender, not brutal one. It may be an 
Alien Queen foetus that Ripley is carrying, but it 
is sti ll her child. I wanted to be a mother for a 
while until I was successful at it. And I wanted 
Ripley to have a normal l ife as much as 
possible. 

'That tension between normalcy and clearly 
not being able to have it brings Ripley into an 
intimacy with the Alien that the writers and I 
talked about a lot. The irony was never lost on 
me. Ripley had a daughter and she lost her, Net 
was her surrogate daughter and she lost her too. 
Now she carries a third 'daughter' within her and 
it costs her her life.' 

Alien Nation 
Sigoumey's co•producer credit on Alien 3 entitled 
her to a further three percent of the f ilm ' s 
worldwide profits, but it also meant that she had to 
get involved in some important production 
decisions. 'The pressure from the studio was the 
hardest,' she sighs. 'I 'd be on the telephone 
practically every day asking them to reduce it and 
give us more breathing space, because we were 
under enough strain as it was.' 

The film's most controversial scene is the bleak 
ending, but according to Sigourney it's not such a 
big deal. 'What you see is what you get,' she 
shrugs. 'Sure, the climax did resemble T2, but we 
didn't change it. We got wind or the T2 ending just 
as we started principal shooting. We smuggled a 
copy off the set and read it. In the earliest script 
draft, Ripley just took the slime dive. But eventually 
it was felt that Alien 3 had to finish with the two 
most powerlul icons of all three movies taken as a 
whole - Ripley and 1he chest•burner. We decided 
that would be Alien enough and couldn"t be related 
to any other film. 

'Vincent Ward had an ending where Ripley 
choked up the foetus, got back into a space vessel 
and went away. I though that was ridiculous. There 
was something very depressing about her heading 
of! in a shuttle again . The ending as it stands 
seems to me to be the correct one. Survival has 
lost its allure. This is her destiny, she she saves 
the world. She kills the last Alien. She makes the 
right choice.' 

In the end she says that what she admired most 
about the character of Ripley was that she is so 
cool•headed and never panics. 'She never thinks 
about what could go wrong, and has been such a 
privilege to play because she is totally different 
from me. She's a comforting presence and great 
company. I'll miss that. But there's only so much 
bad luck a person should have , and she has 
reached her limit!' 

While Sigourney's Alien involvement is over on 
the acting side, she may yet co•produce the next 
sequel. Twentieth Century Fox definitely has a 
script for an Alien Vs Predator spin•ofl. but that 
may have to wait until other avenues are 
exhausted. 

She concludes 'There are so many strands to 
explore. What is the Alien doing wrong? Where 
does it come from? What does it want from the 
human race? How does it communicate? I'd like ti 
see all these ideas developed. To my mind the 
Alien image is anything that terrifies each ol us on 
a highly personal level, manifested as the ultimate 
indestructible nightmare? ■ 



Mouths 
No Facel 
Y

ou 've read the review, gasped at the 
maps, gawked at the "theme park" feature 
and marvelled at the free tickets. You 
must be totally in the ~rip of a!ien fever by 
now. You're hangmg out for some 

stupendous Alien 3 merchandise, we know. You 
want realty cool collectibles, stuff that really stands 
out Well , what else would you expect from SNES 
Force, but competition prizes that do just that. 

We've been all the way to Hollywood to get you 
some freebies- (alright then, the nearest cinema to 
steal you) two whopping great. gigantic Alien 3 cut
out board things. You know, the ones that stand up 
in the foyer of your local flicks. 

What lun you can have with these attractive yet 
practical give-aways - leave one behind the front 
door and scare the pants off the postman. Or place 
one at the loot of Granny's bed and recieve your 
inheritance early. The possiblities are endless ... 

And it seems our generosity knows no bounds 
because we're also giving you the chance to own 
one of 10 Alien 3 videos and 20 mean and moody 
T-shirts. 

For those of you overcome with alien-lust, let's 
hear that again. The prizes are ... 
• Eight copies of the Alien 3 video 
• Eighteen Allen 3 T-shirts 
• Two sets of the video, the shirt ancl the giant, 
stand-up cardboard thingy. 
What more could you ask lor? Okay, we did try to 
rind some real alien costumes, but the one-off piece 
of movie history market is a little flat at the moment. 
Sorryfo!ks. 

Still , the prizes we have are parasitically perlect, 
and so deserve some genuine mental ettort to win 
them. In true Krypton Factor spirit fill in the coupon 
with all your details, get your parent or guardian to 
sign it if you 're under e ighteen , place it in an 
envelope addressed to SNES FORCE at Two 
Mouths and No Face Compo , SNES FORCE, 

Jmpacl Magazines , Ludlow, Shropshire SYB 1JW. 
You have two minutes, off you go! 

r-- - - - -- - - -- -- - - - - - - - - - -- -- -- - - - - - -- - - -- -
1. The evil Alien in the 3.Aliens have what for 
lilms has two what? blood? 
a.Mouths a.Mars Milk Drink. 
b.Heads b.Acid. 
c.Bananas c.Cider. 

2.ln Alien 3they cross- 4.The thing that leaps 
bred the Alien with what? from pods is called what? 
a.A Mega-Drive. a.Leg-Rubber 
b.A Dog. b.Bum-Rapper. 
c.Lynne Faulds-Wood. c.Face-Hugger. 

Name ... 

Address ... 

.... .. ........ ..... .. Postcode .... 

Age ... 

If you're under 18, please get your parenl/1egal 
guardian to sign this: 
I consent to my son/daughter recieving a copy of 
Alien 3(BBFC Cert 18) ii he/she is a winner in this 
competition. 

Signed ... 

Relationship .. 

:::: (eg. mother) 
Ourectitorhashighfy<:0m)$i~ fluid inhi$ veins,sohis decisioo is linal. 
No correspondencewilbeen!ere<l into becausehe"stooblJsyerup!ing 
!rompeople'&dle&IS. 

: If you don't want to recieve mail from other 
1 companies please tick this box 0 

~ 
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